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Issue 60, July 21, 2020 
Part One: Summer Loving. Premature e-SPACulation 

Part Two: Making Billions: Metallica MP Minerals 
 

  
Summer loving had me a blast 

Summer loving happened so fast 
 

2020’s been a year of major surprises. And some change, including RK Equity’s UPDATED WEBSITE  
 
It’s hard to believe today’s title compared to that from March 22, Issue 56 “Don’t Stand So Close to 
Me,” from which point in time I’ve diversified some investments, mindshare and commentary from 
lithium into areas with which I’ve had some previous success: gold (Evolution, EVN), copper (Camino, 
COR.V), iron ore (Rio Tinto, RIO) as well diversified ETFs in gold (GDX, GDXJ) and Big Mining (PICK). 
 
Today’s issue will focus on another one: MP Minerals/Fortress Value Acquisition Corp (NYSE: FVAC): 
going public as an “e-transport materials” play seeking to capitalize on the equity market window 
through which NKLA and two other premature e-SPACulations are taking over Wall Street this month. 
 
Spoiler Alert: At first blush, FVAC/MP Minerals looks overvalued. But a confluence of factors 
surrounding this story may deserve a premium and blue-sky belief. Global equity and commodity 
markets frequently overshoot on the upside (tech shares) and downside (mining shares) for long and 
short periods over time. They also revert (gold). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.libull.com/
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First, some background. 
 
The Special Purpose Acquisition Company (SPAC) is a bull market investment vehicle. It’s surpassing 
the bubble fever pitch it hit before the 2008 crash in the wake of the Global Financial Crisis.  

 
I tasted sweet success from 2004-2006 helping raise $275M capital for Jamba Juice, a smoothie 
chain which merged with SPAC sponsors Steve Berrard and Wayne Huizenga of Blockbuster, 
Waste Management and Miami Dolphins fame. Restaurant/retail stocks were HOT.  
 
Second, a mea culpa. 
 
I’ve followed Tesla largely since its Nevada Gigafactory announcement in 2014. I’ve never owned the 
share, but in late March bought Ark Invest’s flagship ARKK to access the sharp mind of Cathie Wood 
and her colleagues, get 10% exposure to Tesla, and hopefully find ARKK’s next “disruptive 
innovations” within this well managed active ETF.   
 
Is Tesla a low margin car, or high margin tech, company? I equivocated. Ms. Wood knew.  
 
In the 1920s there were ~300 car companies and only a handful of oil companies. Hard to pick the 
winners from the former. The latter was a better long-term bet. Ergo, lithium – like oil for the ICE age 
– would be a better place to play the EV/Tesla thematic than to buy Tesla at $200 or $300 or $750! 
WRONG. 
 
Had I put all my money into Tesla, and none into lithium shares, and had I spent all my time on other 
endeavors beyond writing 60 issues worth of lithium bull, I’d be far richer today with more quality 
time under my belt with family and friends. C19. 2020 hindsight. Feel free to stop reading. 
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Tell me more, tell me more 
Did you get very far? 

Tell me more, tell me more 
Like does he have a car? 

 

 
Grease is the Word 

 
The backdrop for MP Materials/FVAC $525M cash at $1B pre-money going public valuation is the 
greater insanity in Nikola’s SPACtacular rise to $20B+ market cap – a company that does not have a 
car in production. I’ve been riveted by what could be a Theranos-like fraud-in-the-making. And would 
encourage watching Galileo Russell, Sean Mitchell, Ark Invest and other widely available 
commentaries on this subject. 

             
Nikola Motors is Vaporware 
 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hxLdcA4BZx8
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Two SPACs in two weeks are seeking to follow NKLA’s footsteps – Fisker/Spartan Energy for its 
Oceana SUV, and Hyllion/Tortoise for its Class 8 truck. Hat tip to Rivian, which was rumored to be 
considering the same, but took $2.5B in pre-IPO money instead from mutual funds like T Rowe Price. 
 

 
 

 
 
The premium at which these SPACs are trading relative to their $10 IPO/cash escrow price means Mr. 
Market believes these non-revenue EV fairy tales – with no forecasts provided – are highly likely to 
go through and perform well immediately post-closing as NKLA has (until very recently). Meanwhile, 
FVAC/MP Materials’ meagre premium shows meaningfully less conviction.  
 
EVs and mining are both extremely capital-intensive businesses with high failure rates. What’s more 
difficult to replicate – Nikola, Fisker and Hyllion’s prototypes that require billions more capex to 
prove viability? Or a genuinely scarce, rare earth mine in the USA with $1.7B in modern, sunk cost 
infrastructure, that’s already EBITDA positive despite 25% China tariffs (removed from May 2020) 
and 13% VAT, and needs only $170M for value-add, higher margin downstream chemical processing? 
 
Is world class American talent injecting second life to ex-Molycorp’s broken capital structure & 
execution to produce critical minerals the world must have (good karma) less likely to succeed than a 
second chance SUV from a Danish promoter who once vaporized $1.4B in cash (bad Karma)? 

 

https://www.argusmedia.com/en/news/2104418-china-to-remove-import-tariff-on-us-rare-earth-ores
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-autos-fisker-specialreport/special-report-bad-karma-how-fisker-burned-through-1-4-billion-on-a-green-car-idUSBRE95G02L20130617
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Down to Rare Earths – NdPr Bull 
 
Though my preference for classic lithium-ion rock is well established, heavy metal background 
noise is always within earshot. Like many, I recall the 2011 rare earths boom fed by China’s 
export ban to Japan, flashbacks of which incite fear and confusion in US Senate halls – and fear 
of missing out, in and outside of Bay and Wall Street walls.  
 

KISS FVAC. MP Materials  

   
 
 

Over the past few days I’ve done a deep dive, reviewing FVAC/MP Materials, consulting with 
rare earth experts Chris Berry of House Mountain Partners and Ryan Castilloux of Adamas 
Intelligence, reviewing Lynas’ filings and Canaccord research and a myriad of other juniors 
promoting rare earth projects. 
 
To simplify, although there are 17 rare earths – some heavy, some light, all with 
unpronounceable names mostly ending in “ium” – what’s most relevant are largely just two, 
Neodymium (Nd) and Praseodymium (Pr), which are separated from many others within the 
same ore body and refined together and sold into the high-strength permanent magnet market. 
The key magnet formulation is NdFeB (iron and boron - two non-rare earths added). 
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When you hear “rare earths” think: 
 

• 90% of sales by value are NdPr oxide (plus Dy and Tb oxide) sold to the NdFeB magnet 
market 

• NdPr oxide currently sells for ~$45,000t * NdPr oxide demand in 2019 of ~65,000 tonnes 
= ~$3B total market 

• NdPr oxide market size and price are both expected to more-than double in 10 years – 
ballpark ~140,000 tonnes * ~$100,000 or ~$14B revenue market by 2030, based on 
Adamas Intelligence price forecasts. 

• China controls 90% of NdFeB magnet production  

• China controls 85% of NdPr oxide chemical production 

• Overall NdFeB growth is 8%, with EVs today about 6% but growing the fastest (29% 
CAGR)  
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Lithium vs. NdPr 
 
To KISS NdPr, it helps me to think in “lithium-equivalent” terms. 
 
Lithium today in dollar terms ($3B) is about the same as NdPr oxide, though total lithium 
volumes (300,000 tonnes) are about 6 times larger and prices ($5,000-15,000) are 3-10X lower 
depending on carbonate, hydroxide, technical or battery quality, China or non-China price. 
 
To simplify further – and to think, as I most often do, about non-China materials suppliers for 
Western EV OEMs – NdPr is akin to battery quality (BQ) lithium hydroxide (LiOH). That is, BQ 
LiOH is to NCA, NCMA and NCM cathode (premium, high nickel/high range formulations) what 
NdPr is to NdFeB magnets.  
 
Of the 300,000 tonne lithium market, BQ LiOH is today about 65,000 tons, 80% of which is 
made in China – similar to the NdPr market. Despite 29% CAGR for NdFeB in EVs, its low 6% 
base of the total magnet market means it is not the same “killer app” as lithium is for batteries. 
The total lithium market is forecast to be 2,000,000 tonnes in 2030 - 20X as big in volume terms 
as NdPr and ~2X as big in dollar terms ($20-30B), assuming $10,000-15,000 lithium price.  
Again, NdPr oxide market is forecast to be ~$14B in 2030, based on Adamas Intelligence pricing.  
 
Where will the world source 75,000 new NdPr oxide tonnes? 
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Note: Adamas’ final bullet point is key – even with MP Materials successfully producing NdPr 
oxide, critical NdFeB magnet production will remain mostly in China. Beyond NdPr, MP has 
genuine “stage 3” ambitions to partner to build vertically integrated magnet production in the 
USA.  
 
Adamas shared with me that the NdPr market (and rare earth industry in general) has been 
consolidated significantly by China into six state-owned enterprises and the rest of the market 
is largely Lynas and MP Materials. And, due to rapidly expanding EV penetration, China is 
beginning to be a net importer, so the price manipulation of ten years ago is not likely, and 
there are other economic/mine production motivations to ensure the NdPr sector is profitable 
with higher prices. A more disciplined, oligopolistic moat is in sight. If so, MP Materials could 
turn into a massive cash generator. 
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Heavy Metal Billions 
 
The world needs new NdPr mines/processing plants outside of China – especially considering 
NdPr and NdFeB magnets are used in some major military applications. Like all mines and 
processing plants, rare earths projects are EXPENSIVE to build. Channel checks have verified the 
70-years-history Mountain Pass ore body to be world class, a bastnaesite mine without the high 
concentrations of radioactive thorium and uranium present in other monazite deposits. Their 
flowsheet uses proven solvent extraction technology.  
 
Is Mountain Pass like Greenbushes in lithium? Critically important, the $1.7B in sunk capex is a 
huge competitive advantage for MP Materials. Capital is a huge barrier to entry for any 
greenfield rare earth project. California has the toughest environmental standards – highly 
relevant in an era of tracing supply chains to the original source. The rare earths industry has 
been a poster child of China advantage due to lax environmental regulations/low labor costs – 
“artisanal mining” in inner Mongolia ravaging towns akin to DRC cobalt. 
 
Before channel checks, I reviewed MP Materials’ relatively scant but user-friendly deck and 
webcast with the eyes of a jaded, cynical bull – looking beyond the carefully crafted narrative 
and pre-selected valuation comps to what is not said. Why show only a single quarter of 
(unaudited) financial history and simply annualize for a year-end forecast? Have tariffs been 
reliably lifted long-term or just for one year? Sustainable 61% 2023 EBITDA margins seem hard 
to believe given poor execution across the mining and chemicals sector. 
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MP mentions, but has not yet released, its NI 43-101 technical report, which shows a 
reasonable, but not stellar 20-year mine life. No feasibility study has been disclosed so hard to 
evaluate the economics presented. Some select market data, but no comprehensive NdPr 
market studies from the likes of Adamas, CRU or Roskill etc. No cost curves either. Minimal 
discussion of their competitor Lynas and some OTC-listed USA hopefuls, but none of the myriad 
NdPr project developers on ASX and TSX that a google search can quickly muster. Limited detail 
is provided about their 10% China owner and off-take partner Shenghe. Will this and other data 
be provided to investors before deciding whether to redeem cash from escrow? 
 
It is highly unusual for a SPAC to announce a deal within three months of its IPO – SPAC teams 
are not meant to have a pre-determined deal in mind. MP Materials management used to work 
for the SPAC sponsor Fortress. Was this pre-baked? The fees in this deal are ridiculous - $35M – 
greater than the market cap of the majority of lithium juniors! 
 
To justify its $1B pre-money, $1.5B post-money valuation, MP/FVAC is essentially saying: 
 

• Trust us to generate $250M EBITDA in 2023; 

• Equivalent to 61% EBITDA margins; 

• Assuming a “base case” estimate of NdPr oxide prices 60% above current market prices; 

• After investing $170M to retrofit stage 2 chemical processing by 2021, an estimate not 
based on a DFS we are disclosing, but on "Detailed capex study already concluded, high 
confidence in capital needed and potential to leverage existing infrastructure"; and   

• Re-starting a chloralkali unit for $30M in 2023 which will enable waste-water brine from 
the separations process to be consumed to create reagents on-site 

 
MP Materials suggests their price projections are conservative: relative to CRU. 
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Canaccord’s forecasts are more conservative than both: 
 

 
 
Adamas Intelligence – which, like other market analysts for niche metals I trust the most - is 
more in line with MP Materials, forecasting ~$75/kg in 2025 and ~$100/kg in 2030. 
 

--- 
 
For comparative valuation FVAC/MP Materials is suggesting: 
 

• Pay $1B and 4.8X 2023 EBITDA TODAY vs. comps in 2021:  #applesandorganges;  

• Believe that this is “cheap” relative to non-comp distractions like Tesla: #ludicrous.  
 

 
 

The one direct and really only relevant comp is Lynas, available to buy on the ASX or NYSE ADR 
at approximately the same USD1B market cap today. Should FVAC/MP Materials trade today at 
a premium to Lynas?  
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Metallica MP Minerals 

 
 
I greatly applaud James Litinsky (JHL Capital) and Michael Rosenthal (QVT) who took over and 
rebuilt Mountain Pass, and the Fortress team and world class PIPE investors who are backing 
this deal. Ivy-pedigreed Gen Xennials. Distressed credit/special situation/turnaround private 
equity. Wall Street central casting. Contrarians. Real-life Bobby Axelrods (who, conveniently for 
this narrative, prefers heavy metal with California-born Metallica his favorite). 
 
Since June 2017 bankruptcy auction to today the MP Materials team has re-started production 
and is selling 100% of its ~36,000/tpa REO (rare earth oxide) concentrate volumes – equivalent 
to 15% of the global market. Its 10% Chinese owner processes the material today while advising 
on its stage 2 downstream plant (ie, China is transferring its IP to MP. #irony). For a relatively 
meagre $170M, MP Materials will re-tool its brownfield processing plant and start producing 
~6,100 mt NdPR oxide in about two years. In 2023, for another $30M, it will re-start its 
chloralkali unit so that it won’t have to purchase external re-agents and will be a “closed loop” 
green operation. 
 
I’ve been a huge proponent of US mine and processing supply for non-China markets for over 
10 years. I am very much rooting for MP Materials to continue executing well by building their 
stage 2 processing plant for which this SPAC’s proceeds are earmarked. And further, to partner 
for stage 3 electric magnet production in the USA in the same way I push for cathode, battery 
and EV production.  
 
The MP Materials/Fortress team – rolling their equity and subjecting their SPAC promote to 
earn-outs – puts money where their Made in America mouths are. In many interviews available 
on their website, James Litinsky riffs Jimi-Hendrix-at-Woodstock-like Star Spangled Banner 
notes about establishing an integrated US supply chain: words I’ve never heard from 
Albemarle’s Luke “gotta go where your customers are” Kissam or Livent’s Paul “I’m British” 
Graves in the lithium space. 

https://mpmaterials.com/news/
https://mpmaterials.com/news/
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Valuation is in the Eye of the Beholder 
 

At first blush, the FVAC/MP Materials valuation ask seems audacious. From $20.5M bankruptcy 
auction purchase, existing MP shareholders will hold 62% of $1.5B in post-money equity value – 
$950B, or 45X return in 3 years! Senior management will hold 12% or $180M in equity value. 
10% China partner Shenghe will have $120M in value; will they sell, making MP Materials’ 
Washington dialogues simpler?  It may not matter now. For all my lament of cheap cost of 
capital China subsidizing critical sectors with direct industrial policy, MP Materials is benefitting 
from indirect USA government policy – massive Fed and fiscal stimulus feeding institutional and 
retail risk on speculation channeled aggressively into Tesla and now all things EV. Non-China 
“supply chain resiliency” and “rare earths fear” thematic is the icing on the cake. 
 

"Nothing sharpens sight like envy" 
 
In contrast to Tesla EV wannabes, though, the FVAC/MP e-SPACulation is not overly premature. 
 
MP Materials is much less a commodity, and much rarer than another Class 8 Truck or SUV 
power point/prototype. You can’t simply white board a world class US mineral resource with 
massive, modern sunk costs and infrastructure, now packaged with world class management, 
board, shareholders and NYSE-listing venue. A scarcity valuation premium is justified. MP 
Materials will likely become THE, and for some, the ONLY rare earth proxy. 
 
I speak about capital structure all the time as critical to resource developers. Despite the small 
$170M capex and the fact that the FVAC SPAC has $345M in trust, they are raising an additional 
$200M at $10 in a PIPE from world class new backers, many with long pedigrees and success in 
resource investing. Assuming no or minimal redemptions from SPAC escrow, if MP/FVAC have 
$500M+ post money, they will be very significantly over-equitized/zero debt to meet any cost 
overruns that are highly likely in mining.  
 

THIS CAPITAL STRUCTURE PROVIDES SIGNIFICANT DOWNSIDE RISK PROTECTION. 
 
I had some concern reading from BMW’s recent Euro 2B battery deal with Northvolt:  
 

BMW Group and Northvolt will commonly source the cobalt and lithium needed as key raw materials for 
cell production from mines that fulfil the high sustainability standards of both companies…The BMW 
Group will also no longer use rare earths in its fifth-generation electric drive trains from 2021 on.  

 
But Adamas assured me that while rare earth traction motors can be substituted with induction 
motors that don’t use rare earths, such motors are 15% less efficient, heavier and thus affect 
driving range. NdFeB magnets market share in EVs may decline from 90% to 70% in time, but 
that will be more than made up for by increased EV penetration. 
 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/mountain-pass-mine-approved-for-sale-to-jhl-qvt-shenghe-1498255593
https://www.wsj.com/articles/mountain-pass-mine-approved-for-sale-to-jhl-qvt-shenghe-1498255593
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FVAC/MP Materials vs. Lynas 
 
As luck would have it, an analyst I greatly respect, Reg Spencer of Canaccord, initiated coverage 
of Lynas on May 20 with a target 2X higher than where it was trading at that time and still 88% 
up from today’s prices, despite his lower NdPr price forecast. He corroborates many of the bull 
NdPr themes that are enabling MP Materials to come to market now. 
 
I’ve not yet had time to dive deeply into the Lynas story nor think greatly about relative 
valuation to FVAC/MP Materials, but a cursory look demonstrates that for a near identical pre-
money $1B valuation, Lynas is a bigger, more established and diversified player with additional 
revenue streams. Investors should implicitly have greater confidence in these revenue and 
EBITDA forecasts. Against this is a net debt position and downstream Malaysian risk, which has 
been a persistent overhang. Lynas has relevance in the US as well as it seeks to build a heavy 
rare earths plant in Texas. I plan to dig into Lynas more in coming weeks.  
 

 
 

Lynas vs FVAC/MP Materials 

 
You’re the One that I Want  
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Conclusion 
 

In MP Materials’ webcast summation of the FVAC deal, CEO Jon Litinsky noted: 
 

NdPr has been in a bear market for nearly a decade. Commodities in general have been in a 
bear market for essentially over the same period. The forward decade, is often not like the 
prior decade. I always like to say, “death, taxes and cycles”. Given the limited Stage 2 Capex 
($170M) relative to what we expect the cash balance to be on our proforma balance sheet 
($500M+), we’ve positioned the capital structure in such a way that is appropriate for our 
business. The leverage, will be in the price, not on our balance sheet. 

 
Commodity Investing 101: Commodity Equities Follow Commodity Prices. 

 
Bottom line: Given the pedigree of the sponsors, scarcity of rare earths projects and white-hot 
market for all things EV, Mr. Market may be reading wrong this e-SPACulation. It could much 
more than just squeak through as today’s small premium is suggesting.  
 
There are three ways to play this deal. The common stock – FVAC – the attached warrant ($11.5 
strike) - FVAC-WT - and the combined Unit – FVAC-UN.  
 
The reverse-merger is expected to close in Q4. I would expect more information to be made 
available – including Q2 results – beforehand. Holders of the common stock can change their 
mind and redeem for $10/share. That is, ~12% max downside from current $11.28 stock price. 
 
Post-closing, the stock could trade down, if they miss this year’s EBITDA targets, for example, 
which could offer a more attractive entry point (note: NKLA is plummeting). But, unlike a pure 
greenfield mine, it should not suffer the “dead money” construction phase trading. Many things 
can disrupt the optimistic path to $250M 2023 EBITDA. Will NdPr oxide prices take off? Who 
knows? Fortescue (FMG) is currently making 65%+ EBITDA margins, enjoying a longer than 
expected iron ore price boom. Lithium producers like SQM did the same in 2016/17 price spike. 
It is not at all out of the question that MP Materials could be worth multiple billions in what 
seems a likely event of upside volatility in the NdPr price in coming years. 
 
If you believe, as I do, in a broader commodity bull market from gold to iron ore to copper to 
uranium to EV materials, for a US investor that has little concept of Lynas, or finds graphite or 
cobalt stocks harder than lithium to identify, MP Materials offers a good opportunity to play the 
twin themes of e-transport metals and supply chain paranoia. ETFs like LIT, BATT etc will likely 
add FVAC/MP Materials to their indexes given scarcity of choice for other rare earths plays. The 
potential for a long-term happy ending with MP Materials is there. As is a quickie. 
 

Full further reading:  MP Materials/Fortress Value Acquisition Corp Presentation 

https://event.on24.com/eventRegistration/EventLobbyServlet?target=reg20.jsp&referrer=&eventid=2514814&sessionid=1&key=EA648B8FA683C23654A83DB39E3354B1&regTag=&sourcepage=register
https://mpmaterials.com/uploads/2020.07%20MP%20Materials%20Transaction%20Deck.PDF
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Disclaimer  
 

Lithium-ion Bull (Forest Hills) is a periodic publication, written through my advisory firm RK Equity 
Advisors, LLC. In this and other Lithium-ion Bulls and the podcast Lithium-ion Rocks! I often share some 
rationale for a stock in which I have some conviction – for or against – and may own directly in my own 
retirement or taxable accounts. If you agree or disagree with and act on or against the rationale of 
anything written in this or any other Lithium-ion Bull or Lithium-ion Rocks! podcast, that is your free 
choice. But to be clear, the opinionated commentary you’re reading is not investment advice, nor 
recommendation and may not be unbiased. I am not a registered investment advisor nor broker-dealer.  I 
may act, or may have acted in the past, as a financial advisor, or capital raiser for certain of the 
companies mentioned herein and may receive, or may have received, remuneration for services from 
those companies. I, RK Equity as well as their respective partners, directors, shareholders, and employees 
may make purchases and/or sales of securities mentioned here-in from time to time, subject, of course, 
to restricted periods in which we may possess material, non-public information. As of July 18, 2020 RK 
Equity or its principals own securities in Mineral Resources, Piedmont Lithium, E3 Metals Corp, 
Albermarle, Livent, Lithium Power International, Camino Corp and have or have had over the past 48 
months fee-paying advisory assignments with Western Lithium/Lithium Americas, CleanTeq, Millennial 
Lithium, Altura Mining, E3 Metals Corp, NeoMetals, Kidman Resources, Nemaska, Camino Corp, 
Bacanora, Lithium Power International and Piedmont Lithium. The information contained herein is not 
financial advice and whether in part or in its entirety, neither constitutes an offer nor makes any 
recommendation to buy or sell any securities.  


